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It’s better to turn o� 
mobile while using the 
device.

The operating in high 
voltage areas would limit 
the results and performance

Don't operate two devices 
with same method of 
search at the same place

The operator Must remove any 
metals that might a�ect the 
opreatin eg:Rings,watch, belt....

Don't store in high tempera-
ture or high humidity

Any attempt to tamper the 
device or unapproved 
maintenance would void the 
warranty

Safety information
 

The user must practice before starting the detecting operations and 
discoveries

Store in Cool and dry place 15-40 C 5%-75% humidity Read & Understand 
The User's manual

 before using this device

For best power endurance and 
reliability. use heavy duty and 
high quality batteries thats for 
the devices which work on 
removable batteries 

Disconnect the batteries before 
long time storage
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Searching System

Microcontroller MICROCONTLLER PIC18 & ARM 7

Search principle

frequency 50Mhz 

Longe Range Locator

Manual

Power consumption Max consumption350mA 

Working hours 5 hours

charger  1.5A charger10-volt 

Display

Specialized to detects

 Target Selection System

Targets Discrimination

Depth 20 m

Distance up to1000m 

Technical speci�cation

Power  3.7volt1050-mA  

TFT Color Monitor  65536 , “ 2.8 Color, 48Mhz , CDMA GPU

Results Through color and sound effects,signals and illustrations 

on the screen.

bluetooth No

Precious stones

yes

yes

Two cells of Li-ion battery
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التواصل  تقنية 

 : الالسلكي 

Technical speci�cation

Nowireless

sound alerts Yes

Vibrating Alert No

Operating temperature

Storage temperature

Humidity

weight

Yes

It can be stored and work in the degree rate of air 

humidity of level %90.

Smart Steering System

3X12X8 cm

Page

8x24x18 cm

4

From °15- C to °60 C

From °15- C to °40 C

Compound: 700 g – disjointed in the bag: 1.3 kg

Dimensions

Bag dimensions



The unit is responsible to control of the settings and search 

options. The batteries was built inside it.

Also it’s responsible to issuing the search acoustic , optical 

and vibrations results.

Main Unit

Device parts

Charging jack

An electric charger to recharge the device's 

battery

Values: Input: 240-100VAC / 60-50Hz / 0.4 amps

              Output: 10 volts AC / 1.5 amp / 15 Watt.

Charger

The free-motion handle allows the attached unit 

a circular motion

Handle

It connected throigh the antenna jack on the 

attached unit

Transceiver antenna
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Interfaces and coponents

1

2

Antenna jack

On/O� Button

3 Dispaly

4 Charging jack

1

4

3

2
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Interfaces and coponents

1  Connect the sensor to the device via the

 socket on the front of the main unit of the

device

2  Connect the handle in the socket to the

bottom of the main unit

1

2
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To start using the device �rst, press the power switch on the front of the main unit.

the device will show us Welcome screen and then the password protection interface

Set up

Power Button
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Set up

 When you enter the correct PIN, the device show you to the main interface, which

 contains both search options to select the search settings and settings to adjust the

device settings

 Move between these options by pressing the move button and to con�rm the

selection, press the OK button to move you to the selected interface
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 When OK button is pressed, if the settings are selected, the settings interface will

show so that the user can reset the settings of the device

 Moves between the options by pressing the Move button and to con�rm the

selection, press the OK button

Set up

 Audio Adjustment: This option allows you to control the volume level by

pressing the OK button
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Set up

 Screen Brightness: This option allows you to control the brightness of the screen

by pressing the OK key

Language: This option allows you to control the language of the system
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Set up

Time settings: This option allows you to adjust the time of the device
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Searching

 When you click on the search option, the search options interface appears as shown in

 the picture. You can adjust the search options from a distance and depth in addition to

 the type of stone to be searched using the move button to move between the options

and the OK  button to enter an option

Longe Range Locator
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Searching

 This system works on the transmission and receiving technology, sends and receives waves at the

 same time, searching for the precious stones by type of detection by frequency. Each type has its

 own frequency according to its physical structure and chemical reaction also, when the precious

 stones is underground, it is affected by magnetic fields of the earth It also acquires static

 electricity currents from the soil through the influence of the soil with different currents such as

 power plants, broadcasting stations, radio, satellites, lightning, and many things that generate

electricity and static energy

 This device is based on the detection of underground targets by the effect of waves coming out of

 the device in the static electricity fields formed around the target due to its presence

 underground, the waves of the device to amplify the size of these fields and escalation of the soil

 surface, which helps the device to locate the target from long distances, The device amplifies this

signal and directs towards the target location directly and accurately the destination

soil

Target
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Searching

soil

 The user must carry the device through the handle in horizontal position with the ground and
slightly inclined towards the soil as shown in the diagram

 And then the process of stimulation of the waves  out of the device where we move the device
to the right and then left slowly after that installed it

move the device from right to left

right

left
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Searching

 If the target is selected, the device will receive a read and signal, which will automatically change

 the path of the device from the normal path to which it was fixed to another path. This direction

 is the direction of the target location, and then the device is stabilized in the same direction. By

 scanning the target location and installing it by pressing OK again, we notice that the device

 starts to launch an audio alert towards the target location. Then we completely circumvent the

 direction the device is pointing to, to the opposite parking point. To the target location and

 launch the alarm And then move away from the first point of reading to stand at another site

 meters sideways, and the process of stimulation of the waves of the (١٠) away from the first point

 device again and install the device and wait to read, in case the goal is sure to go the device to

 see the other direction of the site itself and be We have confirmed the validity of the target, and

 we can do this way for more than once to ensure the correctness of the direction of the target,

 by taking more than one reading of the machine from different points, and if we note in theory

that all our readings will be cut by one point It is a place and a point of aim

For example, if we had chosen at the beginning of the search a search distance of 200 meters, we 

would reduce the distance to ٥٠ meters and then press the key The device starts searching and we 

perform the previous steps. At this point we load the device and wait for reading. If we read the 

target, we know that the target is ٥٠ meters away from the search point. It is also possible to reset 

these settings again and reduce the distance less to estimate after the target Better, and then move 

to a challenging stage Hand location of the target location

target common point

first  read

user

second read

therd read user

user
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Searching

 To move to the location and depth of the target, press the OK button. The positioning interface

appears as shown below

 In this interface, the search area is longitudinally scanned from north to south, depending on

sending pulse at each linear step within the search area
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 Optical indicators on the screen direct the user to the target location accurately during the search

 process through sound alerts and visible arrows on the screen .We can reset the diriction of

second . as shown in the images below 2 searching by pressing on Move button for



Searching

 During the steps in case of deviation of the device to the right or left due to the impact of the

 magnetic spectrum of the target located in the survey area, the color of the field is automatically

 shifted from green to red indicating the possibility of a target within the cross-section where the

path changes
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Searching

 In the same procedure, during the steps in the case of deviation of the device to the right or left

 as a result of the impact of the magnetic spectrum of the target located within the scanning area,

 the color of the field is automatically shifted from green to red indicating the possibility of a

target within the cross-section where the track is changed

 When the longitudinal scan is completed, the indicator of the scan is shown from the west to the

 east by the same mechanism applied in the longitudinal scanning. The device will wait for follow

 the path  pressing the OK button, to start sending longitudinal pulses according to the steps of

the user
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Searching

 When the search process is finished and the results shown on the screen during the two phases of

 the scanning are accurately processed to show the intersection resulting from the probability of

 the target being located so that the target location at the intersection point for the scan area the

depth is calculated according to a special algorithm
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Warnings
- Use the charger supplied with the device only and do not use other.

- Store the charger in a safe place away from flammable materials

- Make sure that the power switch is closed after you finish using the device or 

before storing it.

- After the charging is complete If the alarm sounds when the charging is finished, 

make sure that the power switch is closed.

- When the battery is finished while working, the device will emit an alarm message 

on the screen as well as an audio alert. The screen will then be automatically 

disconnected so be sure to close the power switch afterwards to ensure longer 

battery life.

 When the charger is connected to the

 device If the device is turned on, note that

 the battery level is increasing at the top of

the screen

 When the charger is connected to the

 device If the device does not show the

 battery mark and displays the current

charging level

Charging cases

Charging status during power ONCharging status during power o�

Charging



Charging status during power o�

Charging
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Nots
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مالحظات

٢٣رقم الصفحة

www.deltadetectors.com
info@deltadetectors.com


